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   Andreea, France  
  Informações do Revendedor

Nome: Andreea

Detalhes do perfil

  Sobre mim
Nome: Andreea
Idade: 35
Color de los ojos: Azul
Color de pelo: Rubio Medio
Altura: 166 cm
Adicionado: há 5 anos

  Conocimiento de idiomas
Idioma: Inglês, Alemán, italiano, Espanhol
Sobre mim:
Lively, naturally beautiful and sensual, Jasmin is the girl of your dreams. This beautiful lady has the
perfect physique, feminine, slim and all natural. Unfortunately, you cannot see in the pictures what a
beautiful, bubbly personality she has. If you are looking for someone who is friendly and attentive, then
Jasmin is the model for you. This girl is beautiful, sexy and charming. When you meet her, you will
immediately be charmed by her radiant white smile and sparkling blue eyes.
Cheerful, sexy and erotic. Jasmin adapts to every situation. She enjoys the finer things in life and cannot
wait to enjoy it together with you. She is challenging and mysterious. Everywhere Jasmin goes, she lets
heads turn, with her style and beauty. But behind that ladylike sweetness, there is also a naughty touch.
This model likes to make you the center of attention. She is flexible, passionate and enthusiastic.
Accepted currencies:
Rate 1h:200 Euro
Rate 1,5h:300 Euro
Rate 2h:400 Euro
Rate 1 day escort (12h):1200 EuroTravel expense:Travel expenses till 60 km are included in the
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Rate . Travel expenses from 60 km are negotiated individually.

  Servicio de acompañantes
Servicios:
House & hotel visit

  Excursiones
Otros países:
Outcall (Hotel visits) FranceI am also touring in the following cities:Meaux

  Solicitar detalhes
País: France
Estado / Região / Província:
Cidade:
Número de telefone: +491 (521) 198-4799
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